PREPARING AND DELIVERING YOUR GECCO 2004 PROCEEDINGS PAPER
Final deadline for delivering your paper and all materials to Professional Book Center is Wednesday, March
24, 2004
This is an absolute deadline for receipt of a PDF or PostScript file AND all source files for your paper via FTP and the
accompanying forms via FAX. Papers must be delivered to Professional Book Center, not to AAAI, conference organizers,
or the publisher. Please deliver only the final version of your paper. Final materials will go to manufacturing promptly,
so late or replacement papers cannot be accepted. If you have questions regarding deadlines or delivery of your paper,
please contact Jennifer Ballentine at Professional Book Center: 303-756-5222; email: jennifer@probook.net. We are in the
U.S. Mountain Time Zone—two hours earlier by the clock than New York, one hour later than California. Due to the
number of papers, we cannot individually confirm receipt of your materials. Please do not contact us to ask about
the status of your paper. We will email you if materials are not received, have problems, or are incomplete.

Note on formatting and all-electronic delivery
For your final paper, you should use the same formatting instructions you used for the preliminary submission. Start at
http://www.springer.de/comp/lncs/authors.html. You will be redirected to a page titled “LNCS Author and Volume Editor
Instructions.” Select the headling “Information for LNCS Authors.” Please follow the “Default Author Instructions” from this
page. These instructions also serve as a sample formatted paper. Also from this page, you may access instructions and
download macros or templates as needed. Be sure to use the “Proceedings and Other Multiauthor Volumes” choices.
Do not use the copyright form from this Web page (see below). If you need technical assistance with LaTeX formatting,
please contact Springer-Verlag (personnel and contact addresses can be found in the Default Author Instructions).
Note: papers not properly formatted according to the instructions will not be published in the proceedings.
Important: Professional Book Center is filling the role of “volume editor” for the purpose of these instructions. Note that
these instructions indicate you should physically send a hardcopy of your paper along with your files. THIS IS NOT THE
CASE. WE DO NOT NEED A HARDCOPY OF YOUR PAPER. Because of this, all figures must be provided electronically—in
place in your files and not provided separately. We do need a PDF or PostScript file AND all source files for your paper
as outlined in the Springer instructions and the step-by-step instructions below. We also need our special version of the
Springer-Verlag Copyright Form, and your Extra Page Fee Form, if applicable. Both are included with these instructions.
(See checklist at the end of this document.)

Special version of the Springer-Verlag Copyright Form
Please print-out, complete, and sign our special version of the Springer Copyright Form, which is provided with these
materials, and FAX it to Professional Book Center (+1 305 946 8106) by March 24. For multi-author papers, a single
signature by the lead author is sufficient. Papers not accompanied by this form cannot be published in the proceedings.
Please read the form carefully before signing.

Length requirements and Extra Page Fee Form
Twelve (12) pages have been allocated for your paper. If it is a non-poster paper, you may include up to two (2) additional pages with payment of a $150.00 (U.S. dollars) fee for each additional page. In this case, you must complete and
FAX the Extra Page Fee Invoice Form along with the Copyright Form. Poster papers are allowed two (2) pages and may
not be extended. Papers that exceed length requirements without payment of the appropriate fees cannot be published.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Prepare your paper in the Springer-Verlag format
The Proceedings will be published by Springer-Verlag in their Lecture Notes in Computer Science series. This is the same
format you should have used for your preliminary GECCO 2004 submission. You are strongly encouraged to use LaTeX2ε
to prepare your paper, however an MS-Word template is also available. All suggested macros and templates are available
on the Springer-Verlag Web site; see Note on formatting and all-electronic delivery above.

2. Once your paper is finalized, make a single Adobe Acrobat PDF or PostScript file for the entire paper
Name your file using the paper ID number assigned by AAAI to your paper, followed by a period (.) and the extension
for your file type (pdf for Acrobat, ps for PostScript). An example would be 999.pdf. Be sure to embed all fonts you
use in the PDF or PostScript file, especially any math or special symbol fonts. If you make a PostScript file and then use
Acrobat Distiller to make a PDF file, we recommend you use the press option of Distiller. Please print a hardcopy of the
file you will deliver and carefully check it. Professional Book Center cannot be responsible for errors in your formatting
or file preparation. Do not compress or zip your PDF or PostScript file in any way.

3. You MUST provide your LaTeX or other source files along with a PDF or PostScript file
Springer-Verlag must have your source files for their post-conference publishing program. When your paper is finalized,
and you have made a PDF or PostScript file, assemble all your source files, including TEX files for the text, PS or EPS
files for figures, and final DVI files for papers prepared with LaTeX or TEX. If you prepared your paper using software
other than TEX, please provide your source files AND RTF (Rich Text Format) files. Make sure the text is identical in all
cases. Once you have assembled your source files, compress them together into a single new file using zip or tar (or stuffit on the Macintosh). Be sure to name your compressed file using the ID number assigned by AAAI to your paper, followed by a period (.) and the extension for your compression file type. An example would be 999.zip.

4. Request FTP instructions and password no later than Friday, March 19, 2004
All conference access to FTP space will be password-protected. Before March 19, 2004, you must email lee@probook.net
to obtain the FTP address and password you will use to deliver your file. Use “GECCO FTP REQUEST” as the subject of
your message and include, in the body of the message, your name, institution, paper title, and paper ID number. We will
reply within about 24 hours.

5. FTP your PDF or PostScript file AND your compressed source files no later than March 24, 2004
If you do not have FTP client software, the program ‘ws-ftp’ should be available at www.tucows.com. Because transient
conditions, such as network downtime, can delay transmission, we highly recommend you deliver your file 48 to 72
hours in advance of the deadline. If you have a problem, this will allow us time to consult with you by email on how to
proceed. Do not email your files to us.

6. Confirm your paper delivery by email
After you’ve uploaded your files, send email to lee@probook.net with “GECCO PAPER DELIVERY” on the subject line. Include the names of the files that you uploaded to us, the compression method you used for the source files, the paper
ID number, the names of the paper’s authors, the exact paper title, and the number of pages in the paper. Let us know
in this message how your name and those of your coauthors should be alphabetized in the proceedings and listed in the
author index. Some names are straightforward (Smith, Jim); others are not (van Dyke, Jim: alphabetized under ‘‘V’’ or ‘‘D’’?
Epstein Barr, Sheila—or Barr, Sheila Epstein?). No particular order or format for this information is necessary.

7. Print out, complete, sign, and FAX your completed forms
FAX (to +1 305 946 8106) your completed Copyright Form and Extra Page Fee Form by the March 24 deadline.

Checklist
Please use this checklist instead of the checklist provided in the Springer Authors’ Instructions:
Request FTP instructions before March 19, 2004.
Format your final paper according to Springer-Verlag Authors’ Instructions.
Make a PDF or PostScript file AND compress all your source files into a single new file (preferably zip format).
Print-out and doublecheck the PDF or PostScript file for correctness.
FTP Professional Book Center your PDF or PS file AND your zipped source files no later than March 24, 2004.
FAX copyright form to Professional Book Center (+1 305 946 8106) no later than March 24, 2004.
FAX extra page fee form to Professional Book Center (if applicable) no later than March 24, 2004.
Confirm paper delivery by email to Professional Book Center.

FAX TO PROF. BOOK CTR +1 305-946-8106 BY MARCH 24, 2004

Lecture Notes in Computer Science:
Copyright Form

_________________
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write paper ID # above
Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computatuon
Computation Conference
Conference 2004
2004
Conference/Book:......................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
Deb et al.
Volume Editor(s):.......................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
Title of the contribution:............................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
Name and address of corresponding author (please print): ......................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................

It is herein agreed that:
The copyright to the contribution identified above is transferred to Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg
New York (for U.S. government employees: to the extent transferable). The copyright transfer covers
the exclusive right to reproduce and distribute the contribution, including reprints, translations, photographic reproductions, microform, electronic form (offline, online), or any other reproductions of
similar nature.
The Author may publish his/her contribution on his/her personal Web page provided that he/she creates a link to the above mentioned volume of LNCS at the Springer-Verlag server or to the LNCS
series Homepage (URL: http://www.springer.de/comp/lncs/index.html) and that together with this
electronic version it is clearly pointed out, by prominently adding “© Springer-Verlag”, that the copyright for this contribution is held by Springer. From the Publisher’s point of view, it would be desirable that the full-text version be made available from the Author’s Web page only after a delay of 12
months following the publication of the book, whereas such a delay is not required for the a bstract.
The Author may not publish his/her contribution anywhere else without the prior written permission
of the publisher unless it has been changed substantially.
The Author warrants that his/her contribution is original, except for such excerpts from copyrighted
works as may be included with the permission of the copyright holder and author thereof, that it contains no libelous statements, and does not infringe on any copyright, trademark, patent, statutory right,
or propriety right of others.
The Author signs for and accepts responsibility for releasing this material on behalf of any and all coauthors.
In return for these rights:
The Publisher agrees to publish the identified contribution at his own cost and expense. The Authors
are entitled to purchase for their personal use books published by Springer-Verlag with a discount of
33 1/3% off the list price. Resale of such copies is not permitted.
The undersigned hereby gives permission to Springer-Verlag to publish the above contribution to the
above book.
Author's Signature:

Date:

....................................................................................................................................................................

PROFESSIONAL BOOK CENTER — GECCO 2004 CONFERENCE
2050 SOUTH SAINT PAUL ST., DENVER, CO 80210, U.S.A.
FAX TO: 305-946-8106
EXTRA PAGE FEE INVOICE
PAPER ID NUMBER:
If your contributed paper for the GECCO 2004 conference proceedings exceeds the page limit established by the
conference organizers, you may purchase up to two (2) additional pages at a cost of $150 (U.S. dollars) per page.
Poster papers are not eligible for this offer.
Title of the paper that exceeds the page limit: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of lead author: ______________________________________________________________________________________
× $150 per page = total cost for extra pages: ____________________________

Number of extra pages:

OPTION A — PAYMENT BY CHECK
I will be paying using a check made payable to and mailed to Professional Book Center, 2050 S. Saint Paul Street,
Denver, CO, 80210, USA. Checks must be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.
(NOTE: Checks must be accompanied by this form)

OPTION B — PAYMENT USING MASTERCARD OR VISA
Please charge to my (circle one)

Mastercard

The total dollar amount I wish to charge is:

Visa

________________________________________________________________

My credit card number is: _________________________________________________________________________________
The expiration date shown on my card is:

_________________________________________________________________

Exact name of the cardholder as shown on card:

__________________________________________________________

Cardholder’s complete mailing address (must be address at which your credit card statements are received)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date this form completed:

Signature of Cardholder:

________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE USE OF PROFESSIONAL BOOK CENTER
authorization #

FAX or send with your final contributed paper to Professional Book Center
to arrive no later than Wednesday, March 24, 2004

